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All about custom sublimation procedure
Are you aware of what custom sublimation is? It is known to be the printing procedure in which speciﬁc sublimation
ink is used in order to infuse the image to the fabric.
Sublimation machine can be used to carry out such printing process over fabric. Sublimation printing process can
be carried out by following two ways:
First is printing on to the transfer paper
The next is printing on carrier sheet
Any of the processes is followed and the image is then transferred on the fabric under heat and pressure. This
procedure is followed when carrying dye sublimation. Using the dye sublimation, many graphic designs are made
that are used in hotels, casinos and more. Now whether it casino table or t-shirt, you can ﬁnd the use of
sublimation print which is created by best quality sublimation machine. Mugs, mouse pads, hats, cell phone cases,
socks, ceramic tiles and more are examples of products where the sublimation procedure is carried on.
MDF powder coating is a kind of sublimation procedure used to create prints. With the dye sublimation done with
the use of MDF powder coating, it is possible to decorate the product in 3D. You can even ﬁnd arm sleeves created
with the use of dye sublimation technique. It is hottest trend that is followed by today's young generation.
Even today you can ﬁnd use of dye sublimation printing done for several events, trade shows, home decoration
objects, etc. In the dye sublimation, sheet of high release paper is been used. When pressure and heat is applied to
transfer the image on the fabric, you can ﬁnd dye particles converted to gas. Heat generally covers these dye
particles and bonds them into polyester ﬁbres.
In the custom sublimation procedure, dye gets absorbed by the fabric that makes the print soft. Today, people
prefer such printing techniques on screen printing. Find service provider who can help you customize prints on
your requirements. Know about the reputation of the provider that is into customized sublimation printing
procedure.
Always look out for companies that do not restrict the ability to make art work. After printing, the product should
give superior softness. This is possible when you select service provider that oﬀers utmost quality of printing
services. Ensure that vivid colours are used by company in order to make the print look great. You can get printing
customized depending on the required colours scheme.
It is possible for you to place order online to get your product printed with the use of sublimation method. With
speciﬁc companies, all day ordering online is possible. Using online tools proﬀered by the many companies, you
can ﬁnd it simple to make graphic designs for t-shirts, jackets and more. Such tools can make it possible for you to
create your own designs in an easy way. You can also use glass powder coating for glasses.
While going online to ﬁnd best quality of sublimation print oﬀered by particular company, you need to inquire
about the sublimation printer and quality of ink used by the company. This can assist you get best prints.
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